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T

he refrigeration industry predominantly uses ammonia as
a refrigerant. Ammonia systems are normally field-erected,
since packaged refrigeration systems are manufactured by
very few companies and are much more expensive than field
erected systems. The percentage of factory made packages is
less than 1 to 2%.
The refrigeration industry comprises mainly of cold
storages, and ice plants of various types like block ice, IBT, flake
ice and tube ice machines. Industrial refrigeration systems are
also field-erected.
In field-erected systems, compressors, motors and air
coolers are purchased from manufacturers and rest of the
items like condensers and receivers are fabricated at some
workshop or at the site. These components are located at the
site and connected with piping and controls to fabricate a
closed system before the refrigerant is charged.
Currently, there are no mandatory standards for design,
erection and commissioning of such systems. More than 70%
field-erected systems are designed and installed by personnel
who are not qualified engineers - mostly technicians who have
seen a few projects executed by some established companies
and have some erection experience. This results in the use of
incorrect or scrap materials for fabrication of heat exchangers,
pressure vessels, piping and fitting materials as well as
incorrect erection practices, especially for interconnecting
these components with piping.
Due to such incorrect practices, ammonia refrigerant has
unnecessarily earned bad publicity as it leaks out and, being
toxic, causes discomfort or harm in occupied areas.

Some of the current industry trends are:
i.

Association of Ammonia Refrigeration (AAR) is a registered
organization with over 51 leading corporate members.
The objective of AAR is to improve the current state of
practices followed as mentioned above so that unnecessary
criticism of ammonia refrigeration systems is neutralised

and installations become safe. The Association has now
prepared Standard AAR-1 for safe design of closed circuit
ammonia refrigeration systems. The Standard includes
design requirements for equipment, and specifies the
correct materials to be used and correct piping practices.
It also covers operation and maintenance aspects. The
Standard is specifically prepared to suit Indian climatic
conditions and is much more exhaustive compared to
similar international standards. A presentation has been
made to BIS, and the Standard is under active consideration
of the government for adoption as there is no similar
standard available in India or elsewhere.
ii. AAR has conducted more than 200 training programs and
is continuing doing so for engineers and technicians with a
view to improve the overall standards of ammonia systems.
iii. Make in India: The current government's 'Make in India'
campaign is persuading many international as well as
Indian companies to establish manufacturing and R&D
facilities in India. Refrigeration equipment manufacturers,
who abandoned manufacturing of many products due
to the globalisation policy of the earlier government, are
now thinking of resuming production of these items, like
centrifugal compressors, screw compressors and package
chillers. More and more multinationals are establishing
their manufacturing and R&D facilities in India due to the
availability of skilled labour as well as qualified engineers.
There are mainly two issues currently facing the
refrigeration and air conditioning industry:
a. Global warming due to the use of man-made synthetic
refrigerants.
b. Energy efficiency improvement required, since more than
40% energy is consumed by this industry.
When the AC&R industry was born at the beginning of the
20th century, all the refrigerants used were natural refrigerants
like ammonia, carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide. Man
made refrigerants were introduced in early 1920s and they
quickly captured many applications. These refrigerants were
considered as man-made but god-sent chemicals till it was
realized after nearly 50 years that they are causing ozone
depletion, and were phased out as per the Montreal Protocol.
Another batch of man-made re�rigerants to replace these
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